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Context & Attendees

Context
Arup have been commissioned to develop a Sustainable Landscape Access,
Transport and Tourism strategy for the WHS and beyond, described through a
vision, principles and action plan. This workshop will be the first in a series
throughout the project to shape a strategy that is built and endorsed by the
organisations and people that will continue to care for the WHS for generations.
The objective of this workshop was to establish a shared vision and principles for
the Landscape Access, Sustainable Transport and Tourism Strategy. This will aim to
galvanise and unite the diversity of stakeholders in the project around a future
vision and governing principles for access, transport and tourism that builds on the
existing vision of the WHS in the World Heritage Site Management Plan. The vision
and principles developed in this workshop will then be synthesised with the
findings from the baseline review to frame future decision making for the action
plan related to access, transport and tourism.
The workshop was made up of three main parts:
•

Understanding the WHS vision.

•

Developing principles for landscape access, sustainable transport and
sustainable tourism.

•

Prioritising principles and reflecting on a shared vision.

Attendee & Invitee Organisations
Organisation

Organisation

Organisation

English Heritage

RSPB

Marlborough Downs Space for Nature

National Trust

COGS

Go South Coast

WHS Coordination Uni

Ridgeway National Trail

Salisbury Museum

Historic England

CPRE

Ministry of Defence

Stonehenge WHS Committee

ASAHRG

Avebury WHS Committee

Avebury Society

Wiltshire Council

Winterbourne Stoke Parish Council

Ramblers

Durrington Parish Council

Ridgeway National Trail

Shrewton Parish Council

Natural England

Fyfield and West Overton Parish Council

VisitWiltshire

Winterbourne Monkton Parish Council

North Wessex Downs AONB

Avebury Parish Council

Wiltshire Museum

Local Business (Avebury)

Natural England

WHS farmers

The WHS Vision Themes &
Value Statements

The WHS Management Plan Vision

Prior to the workshop, we pulled out six themes from the WHS management plan
that describe the diversity of value of the WHS, these were:
•

The Archaeological WHS

•

The Ecological WHS

•

The Educational WHS

•

The Experiential WHS

•

The Local WHS

•

The Spiritual WHS

During the workshop, participants explored what these themes meant to them, and
their unique value at the WHS. The following few slides is the record of these value
statements co-created between specific groups as well as the keywords that led to
the statements generated.

The Stonehenge and Avebury World Heritage Site is
universally important for its unique and dense
concentration of outstanding prehistoric monuments
and sites which together form a landscape without
parallel. We will work together to care for and
safeguard this special area and provide a tranquil,
rural and ecologically diverse setting for it and its
archaeology. This will allow present and future
generations to explore and enjoy the monuments and
their landscape setting more fully. We will also ensure
that the special qualities of the World Heritage Site are
presented, interpreted and enhanced where
appropriate, so that visitors, the local community and
the whole world can better understand and value the
extraordinary achievements of the prehistoric people
who left us this rich legacy. We will realise the cultural,
scientific and educational potential of the World
Heritage Site as well as its social and economic
benefits for the community.

The Archaeological WHS
The Stonehenge and Avebury World Heritage Site is universally important for its unique and dense concentration of
outstanding prehistoric monuments and sites which together form a landscape without parallel. We will work
together to care for and safeguard this special area and provide a tranquil, rural and ecologically diverse setting for
it and its archaeology. This will allow present and future generations to explore and enjoy the monuments and their
landscape setting more fully. We will also ensure that the special qualities of the World Heritage Site are presented,
interpreted and enhanced where appropriate, so that visitors, the local community and the whole world can better
understand and value the extraordinary achievements of the prehistoric people who left us this rich legacy. We
will realise the cultural, scientific and educational potential of the World Heritage Site as well as its social and
economic benefits for the community.
Group value derived by team—

Keywords relating to archaeology at the WHS:

The archaeological value of the WHS is unique. It has
international significance and is a landscape without
parallel. It is a finite resource with great research
potential, providing a tangible experience of
archaeology. We are the custodians whose role it is to
preserve the World Heritage Site’s values for future
generations.

•

International significance

•

Unique

•

Research potential

•

Landscape without parallel

•

Tangible experience with archaeology

•

Preservation

•

Finite resource

•

Custodians

The Ecological WHS
The Stonehenge and Avebury World Heritage Site is universally important for its unique and dense concentration of
outstanding prehistoric monuments and sites which together form a landscape without parallel. We will work
together to care for and safeguard this special area and provide a tranquil, rural and ecologically diverse setting
for it and its archaeology. This will allow present and future generations to explore and enjoy the monuments and
their landscape setting more fully. We will also ensure that the special qualities of the World Heritage Site are
presented, interpreted and enhanced where appropriate, so that visitors, the local community and the whole world
can better understand and value the extraordinary achievements of the prehistoric people who left us this rich
legacy. We will realise the cultural, scientific and educational potential of the World Heritage Site as well as its social
and economic benefits for the community.
Group value derived by team—

Keywords relating to ecology at the WHS:

The ecological value of the WHS is the cultural natural
interaction underpinning the biodiverse landscape –
chalk grassland, flora and fauna are protected by
designation and environmental stewardship for
people to enjoy.

•

Farmland birds

•

Wildlife/insects

•

Water

•

Climate change

•

Designation

•

Woodland/landscape management

•

Environmental stewardship

•

Geology

•

Cultural/natural

The Educational WHS
The Stonehenge and Avebury World Heritage Site is universally important for its unique and dense concentration of
outstanding prehistoric monuments and sites which together form a landscape without parallel. We will work
together to care for and safeguard this special area and provide a tranquil, rural and ecologically diverse setting for it
and its archaeology. This will allow present and future generations to explore and enjoy the monuments and their
landscape setting more fully. We will also ensure that the special qualities of the World Heritage Site are presented,
interpreted and enhanced where appropriate, so that visitors, the local community and the whole world can better
understand and value the extraordinary achievements of the prehistoric people who left us this rich legacy. We will
realise the cultural, scientific and educational potential of the World Heritage Site as well as its social and economic
benefits for the community.
Group value derived by team—

Keywords relating to education at the WHS:

The educational value of the WHS is to educate all
ages, locally and universally, including understanding
and respect for the many aspects and values of the
WHS. This would result in a deeper understanding of
the importance of the custodianship in its role in
protecting the landscape for future generations, and
lead to improved well-being through connecting with
the past, present and future.

•

Respect for the cultural/natural environment

•

Custodianship

•

All ages and inclusive access

•

Dynamic, working landscape and history of land use

•

Educate across the curriculum

•

Local and universal

•

Deeper understanding of the significance of the WHS

•

Wellbeing and the connection with past and present

•

Education of all the values of the WHS

The Experiential WHS
The Stonehenge and Avebury World Heritage Site is universally important for its unique and dense concentration of
outstanding prehistoric monuments and sites which together form a landscape without parallel. We will work
together to care for and safeguard this special area and provide a tranquil, rural and ecologically diverse setting for
it and its archaeology. This will allow present and future generations to explore and enjoy the monuments and their
landscape setting more fully. We will also ensure that the special qualities of the World Heritage Site are presented,
interpreted and enhanced where appropriate, so that visitors, the local community and the whole world can
better understand and value the extraordinary achievements of the prehistoric people who left us this rich legacy.
We will realise the cultural, scientific and educational potential of the World Heritage Site as well as its social and
economic benefits for the community.
Group value derived by team—
The experiential value of the WHS is that it is a living,
working place which gives people a strong sense of its
distinctiveness and authenticity – that surprises and
delights visitors with its richness and connectedness,
providing enjoyment and understanding of those who
visit the WHS (actually or virtually).

Keywords relating to experience at the WHS:
•

Experience/enjoyment

•

People

•

Stories

•

Understanding (not necessarily on site)

•

Authenticity

•

Connectedness (not a theme park)

•

Richness – multi-faceted

•

Surprise and delight

•

Distinctiveness

•

Living/working places

The Local WHS
The Stonehenge and Avebury World Heritage Site is universally important for its unique and dense concentration of
outstanding prehistoric monuments and sites which together form a landscape without parallel. We will work
together to care for and safeguard this special area and provide a tranquil, rural and ecologically diverse setting for
it and its archaeology. This will allow present and future generations to explore and enjoy the monuments and their
landscape setting more fully. We will also ensure that the special qualities of the World Heritage Site are presented,
interpreted and enhanced where appropriate, so that visitors, the local community and the whole world can better
understand and value the extraordinary achievements of the prehistoric people who left us this rich legacy. We will
realise the cultural, scientific and educational potential of the World Heritage Site as well as its social and economic
benefits for the community.
Group value derived by team—

Keywords relating to local community at the WHS:

The local value of the WHS is that the working
environment. Local movement and connectivity is
hampered by the WHS, A roads and future change
proposed. Tourism needs to benefit the local area by
better, more sustainable access for all including
residents and visitors.

•

Working environment (agriculture, local businesses)

•

Future changes and opportunities

•

Locals, tourists and sustainable access (bus services, tunnel?)

•

Connectivity Winterbourne Stoke-Shrewton-Amesbury

•

Pedestrians and cyclists crossing roads between Stonehenge and Avesbury

•

Present day populations needs

The Spiritual WHS
The Stonehenge and Avebury World Heritage Site is universally important for its unique and dense concentration of
outstanding prehistoric monuments and sites which together form a landscape without parallel. We will work
together to care for and safeguard this special area and provide a tranquil, rural and ecologically diverse setting for
it and its archaeology. This will allow present and future generations to explore and enjoy the monuments and their
landscape setting more fully. We will also ensure that the special qualities of the World Heritage Site are presented,
interpreted and enhanced where appropriate, so that visitors, the local community and the whole world can better
understand and value the extraordinary achievements of the prehistoric people who left us this rich legacy. We will
realise the cultural, scientific and educational potential of the World Heritage Site as well as its social and economic
benefits for the community.
Group value derived by team—

Keywords relating to spirituality at the WHS:

The spiritual value of the WHS is to offer access for
worldwide spiritual traditions in recognition that they
are key sites for wider spiritual journeying that they
continue to be spiritual homes to many people across
the globe and remain freely available for people to
access during the 8 pagan days in their year. A focus
for people to be drawn to with the opportunity to
discover their spiritual self and walk the path of the
ancestors.

•

Spiritual traditions

•

Key pilgrimage sites

•

Worldwide

•

Spiritual home

•

Pagan celebrations

•

Spiritual journey

•

Discover your spiritual self

What we value about the WHS.

What we value about the WHS.

Landscape Access,
Sustainable Transport and
Sustainable Tourism
Principles

Voting on the WHS principles.

The Ecological WHS

The Local WHS
The Educational WHS

19%
13%

16%
16%

22%
15%

The Experiential WHS

The Archaeological WHS

The Spiritual WHS

Experiential Principles
Landscape Access

Landscape Access

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Tourism

Sustainable Tourism

Sustainable Tourism

Peak spreading
to preserve
WHS (within
environmental
capacity)

Visitor
Gateways – to
engage visitors
in and raise
awareness of
its value and
experience.

Vehicles
appropriate for
the nature of
the road

Greater
convenience
public
transport over
private.

Visitors gain an
understanding
of the place
(and care about
it).

Give visitors an
understanding
of range/
variety of
experiences.

Deliver benefit
to local
community
(e.g. economy)
and provide a
united tourist
industry.

7
Votes

12
Votes

3
Votes

7
Votes

11
Votes

9
Votes

15
Votes

Ecological Principles
Landscape Access

Landscape Access

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Tourism

Sustainable Tourism

Sustainable Tourism

Better
connectivity
between
sustainable
modes.

No public
access
seasonally for
naturally
sensitive/
delicate
landscape.

Devise natural
itineraries to
reach and
Local
explore the
site. (walking,
hiking, cycling)

Drive less, see
more.

'One
destination'
visitor
experience.
Link Avebury
and SH, longer
visits using
local hospitality

Conserve by
educating and
training visitors
how to protect
environment.
Threat of
fine for
transgression.

A deeper
experience,
stay longer,
make return
visits and
recommend to
family and
friends.

12
Votes

6
Votes

15
Votes

7
Votes

6
Votes

4
Votes

4
Votes

Local Principles
Landscape Access

Landscape Access

Landscape Access

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Tourism

Sustainable Tourism

Only
sustainable
visitor
transport
within the WHS,
access
facilities
outside WHS.

Consult locals
first.

No public
access.

Zero emission
integrated.

Consult locals
first.

Integrated
attractions
benefiting
communities.

Consult locals
first.

15
Votes

5
Votes

1
Votes

9
Votes

6
Votes

7
Votes

2
Votes

Archaeological Principles
Landscape Access

Landscape Access

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Tourism

Sustainable Tourism

Sustainable Tourism

Better
promotion of
the outlying
monuments
and museum
resources.

Better
promotion of
walking and
cycling in the
landscape
(improve
accessibility
for all)

Creation of
more parking
spaces outside
the WHS,
reduction of
carparking at
the core.

Improved
public
transport

Conserve
through
education and
training

Practise
measures to
lower the
impact of
visitors e.g.
seasonal
closures

Strategy for
visitor
pressure based
on data from
research and
promotion,
including
digital access.

8
Votes

10
Votes

5
Votes

14
Votes

4
Votes

2
Votes

2
Votes

Spiritual Principles
Landscape Access

Landscape Access

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Tourism

Sustainable Tourism

Pagan
principles and
history:
Longbarrow,
Circle,
Ridgeway,
Sanctuary,
Silbury, walks
promoted.

Better
management of
visitors –
directing to all
spiritual
attractions in
Avebury

Reduce appeal
of carparking in
WHS.
Provide an
alternative.

Services
linking
the two
A
deeper experience,
WHS
stay
longer, make

Better public
transport
A deeper experience,
options
stay longer, make

return visits and
recommend to family
and friends

return visits and
recommend to family
and friends

6.
Spiritual
volunteer
guides –
spiritual tour
rather than
archaeological

A more
spiritual
experience,
better
connection
with spiritual
access.

7
Votes

7
Votes

12
Votes

7
Votes

2
Votes

2
Votes

6
Votes

Educational Principles
Landscape Access

Landscape Access

Landscape Access

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Tourism

Sustainable Tourism

Ensure all
landowners
and managers
are in accord
for all
schemes.
Engage them in
providing the
resource.

Better
communication
and public
relations
between all
stakeholders.

Local rights of
way must be
well maintained
and signed so
that visitors can
move legally
beyond
confines of
the site.

Promote public
transport links
and other
modes of
access/
sustainable
transport.

Educate people
on the benefits
to locals and
not just to the
heritage
organisation.

Manage all
visitors to
WHS, provide
different
experiences to
different types
of visitors.

Discourage
fleeting visits
of commercial
site. Encourage
self-directed
tourism with
extended stay
in the area.

5
Votes

5
Votes

6
Votes

6
Votes

2
Votes

5
Votes

8
Votes

Trends and Benchmarks:
Reimagining a WHS in the
21st Century

Causeway Coast Capacity Analysis

Responding to pressure of growing visitor
numbers and determining capacity.

Causeway Coast Capacity Analysis

Site-seekers
want to see
nature.

Backdropseekers
want to be
surrounded
by nature.

Passive, light, superficial

Awe-seekers
want to have
an emotional
connection in
nature.

Connection
with nature

Adventureseekers
want to
conquer
nature.

Care-givers
want to
protect
nature.

Active, deep, devoted

Causeway Coast Capacity Analysis
Sustainable Tourism

Uniting
visitors, locals
and
stakeholders
through
shared values

Sustainable Tourism

Landscape Access

Sustainable Transport

Visitors as
conservationists

‘One Coast’
visitor
experience

Mode shift –
private
vehicle shift

Zion National Park

Zion National Park
Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Transport

Landscape Access

Sustainable Tourism

Better
experience
on shuttles
than in the car

Zero
emission
access on key
routes

Registered
access only

Lower
impact
visits, not
less visitors

Glacier National Park
Sustainable Tourism

Conserve
by educating
and training
visitors

Glacier National Park
Sustainable Transport

No
surprises

Maya Bay
Landscape Access

No public
access

Machu Picchu

Landscape Access

Peak
spreading
to preserve
WHS

Sustainable Transport

Greater
convenience
with public
transport over
private

Yosemite National Park

Sustainable Access

Convenient
shuttle
access
around the
national
park

Sustainable Transport

Dedicated
regional
transport
system to
and from
national
park

Lake District National Park

Lake District National Park
Landscape Access

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Tourism

Better
connectivity
between
sustainable
modes

‘Drive Less,
See More’

A more
positive
experience
and
changing
behaviour

The National Forest, East & West Midlands

The National Forest, East & West Midlands

Landscape Access

Sustainable Tourism

Sustainable Tourism

Visitor
Gateways – to
engage visitors
in and raise
awareness of
its attractions.

Creating a
new
visitor
destination

A deeper
experience, stay
longer, make
return visits and
recommend to
family and
friends

Cliffs of Moher
Sustainable Tourism

Pricing
strategy to
spread visitor
arrival in peak
season

Sustainable Transport

Distribute
coach
arrivals to
spread
peak.

Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park

Landscape Access

Landscape Access

Sustainable Tourism

Sustainable Tourism

No public
access to the
rock.

Visitor
facilities
outside of
park boundary

Diverse
range of
specialised
tours

Purpose
built
accommodation,
restaurant
and transport
complex

Appendix

Archaeological WHS
Principle Cards

Archaeological Principles
Landscape Access

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Tourism

Ecological WHS
Principle Cards

Ecological Principles
Landscape Access

Sustainable Tourism

Educational WHS
Principle Cards

Educational Principles
Landscape Access

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Tourism

Experiential WHS
Principle Cards

Experiential Principles
Landscape Access

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Tourism

Local WHS
Principle Cards

Local Principles
Landscape Access

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Tourism

Spiritual WHS
Principle Cards

Spiritual Principles
Landscape Access

Sustainable Transport

Sustainable Tourism

Thank you.

